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	Managing retirement plans is an ongoing process. Regardless of the type of plan you manage—from profit sharing to traditional defined benefit program—you have to familiarize yourself with the rules of the plans as well other issues including investment risk and legal requirements.


	Managing retirement plans can be a difficult and daunting task for a number of reasons. Not only are the number and variety of plans ever increasing,but the day-to-day management itself is complex. This book will help you navigate the process, whether you are self-managing within your organization, outsourcing the total retirement plan management to outside vendors, or a combination of the two.


	This book would not have even begun without the pushing and prodding of Ron Lang, who serves on my firm’s board of advisers. It all started with Ron suggesting (but with Ron it sounding more like “ordering”) that I call his daughter Beth Lang Golub at Wiley. My virginal journey into book publishing began after a short conversation with Beth the following day. Thank you to both Ron and Beth for your faith and support during the entire process.


	In addition to Ron, the other members of my firm’s board of advisers have been invaluable to me over the years. Thanks to Ben Bailey of Massachusetts Capital Resource Company, Barry Hinckley of Bullhorn, and Tim Conway of Newstar Financial for helping me grow and expand my horizons.
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Learn Hardware Firmware and Software DesignO G Popa, 2005
LHFSD is a book unlike any other! It covers the title topics in an incredible manner, and everything WORKS! --Corollary Theorems May, 2005     

       This book is a Practical Design Project and it contains 3 Parts:  1.Hardware Design guides the reader towards building the LHFSD PCB with a Microchip dsPIC30F4011 microcontroller running...
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The Definitive Guide to Building Java RobotsApress, 2005

	If you want off-the-shelf robot components, free software, and development tools, this is the book for you. You can download all the software—it’s GPL (General Public License) or Apache License—and you can purchase the components from your favorite robot supplier and/or hobby shop. The following sections outline the...
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Designing Enterprise Applications with the Java(TM) 2 Platform (Enterprise Edition)Addison Wesley, 2000
The Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition, offers enterprise developers a simplified, component-based approach to creating applications for both intranets and the Internet.  

 Created by the Enterprise Team of the Java Software group at Sun Microsystems, Designing Enterprise Applications with the Java™ 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition...
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Computer Science: Reflections on the Field, Reflections from the FieldNational Academy Press, 2004

	
		Computer Science: Reflections on the Field, Reflections from the Field provides a concise characterization of key ideas that lie at the core of computer science (CS) research. The book offers a description of CS research recognizing the richness and diversity of the field. It brings together two dozen essays on diverse aspects...
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Cryptography for DevelopersSyngress Publishing, 2006
The only guide for software developers who must learn and implement cryptography safely and cost effectively.

The book begins with a chapter that introduces the subject of cryptography to the reader. The second chapter discusses how to implement large integer arithmetic as required by RSA and ECC public key algorithms The subsequent...
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IBM DB2 9.7 Advanced Application Developer CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	Welcome to the DB2 9.7 Advanced Application Developer Cookbook. DB2 9.7 is a truly incredible database product from IBM, which offers an excellent mix of application performance, reliability, and ease of development enablement.

	In this cookbook, you can find both: hands-on and real world practical application development examples, as well...
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